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Abstract
Recently there has been a lot of interest in den-
sity modeling with Deep Generative Models. So
far, these models have arguably been relatively
successful on tasks such as modeling handwrit-
ten digits (MNIST), small image patches (e.g., 8
by 8 pixels) and other low-dimensional datasets.
However, convincingly modeling higher dimen-
sional data such as small images (e.g., 32 by 32
pixels and higher) is still a big unsolved prob-
lem. In this work we will extend and apply Deep
Gaussian Mixture Models (deep GMMs) to this
task, by introducing locally connected transfor-
mations. Similarly to convolutions in deep neu-
ral networks, local connectivity in deep GMMs
allow us to train faster and with less overfitting
than fully connected networks when applied to
images. Our experiments show the benefits of us-
ing locally-connected Deep GMMs and give new
insights on modeling higher dimensional images.
1. Introduction
Recently there has been a lot of interest in density model-
ing with Deep Generative Models, resulting in a lot a new
models using various approaches, including VAE (Kingma
& Welling, 2013; Rezende et al., 2014), DRAW (Gregor
et al., 2015), NICE (Dinh et al., 2014), GSNs (Bengio et al.,
2013), deep GMMs (van den Oord & Schrauwen, 2014),
. . . .
Although some of these models have been quite success-
ful at modeling lower-dimensional datasets (mnist, image
patches, UCI datasets, ...), they still lack at convincingly
modeling slightly higher-dimensional data. In this work we
will attempt to improve and apply deep Gaussian Mixture
Models (deep GMM) to the task of modeling small images.
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A deep Gaussian Mixture model (van den Oord &
Schrauwen, 2014) is a straightforward but powerful gener-
alization of Gaussian Mixture Models to multiple layers. It
is constructed by stacking multiple GMM-layers on top of
each other, which is similar in fashion to many other deep
learning techniques. Every layer consist of a set of square
linear transformations. A visualisation is show in figure 1.
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Figure 1. A visualization of a deep Gausian Mixture Model.
The probability density function a deep GMM is that of
a GMM, but with covariance matrices parametrized in a
certain way:
p (x) =
∑
p
pipN
(
x|βp,ΩpΩTp
)
,
where every path p through the network defines a co-
variance matrix (e.g., the red path in the visualization),
as follows: Cp = ΩpΩTp , where Ωp is the product of
all the square linear transformations on path p: Ωp =∏1
j=k Aj,pj .. The mean βp is defined in a similar way.
One can easily draw samples from a Deep GMM, by first
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sampling from a standard normal distribution and then
transforming with all the transformations on a randomly
sampled path. In the example the Gaussian sample is first
transformed with A1,3, then with A2,1 and finally with
A3,2. Every path results in differently correlated normal
random variables.
The number of mixture components defined by a Deep
GMM is exponential in the number of layers. In the ex-
ample in Figure 1 there are 3 · 2 · 3 = 18 mixture com-
ponents. Because of this it is able to model a much wider
range of variations in images compared to normal mixture
models which can only model a small set of variations. A
deep GMM is able to capture variations in the data that are
shared amongst images by factoring and describing them
with the transformations in the network.
The main obstacle for deep GMMs to be applied on higher
dimensional data is the fact that the linear transformations
in the network are square, so that the number of parameters
is quadratic in the number of data variables. This quickly
results in more overfitting and slower training. In this work
we will introduce locally connected (sparse) matrices to
mitigate these potential problems.
In the next section we will introduce a couple of param-
eterisations for locally connected transformations in deep
GMMs. In our experiments we apply these deep GMMs to
the task of image modeling. Next we share some insights
about (deep) GMMs and high-dimensional data. We con-
clude in section 6.
2. Locally Connected Transformations
As already mentioned, a potential problem with deep
GMMs as they are defined so far is that they are harder to
scale to higher dimensional inputs. For example, the num-
ber of dimensions in a grayscale image with d by d pixels
is d2. This means the transformation matrices in the deep
GMM are of size d2 by d2, which makes it very computa-
tionally intensive to do matrix inverses on: O(d6)1.
Apart from being computationally intensive, the large num-
ber of parameters (d4) might also decrease generalization
performance because of overfitting.
Motivated by the success of convolutional neural networks,
we look at the use of local connectivity (such as linear con-
volutions) within the matrix transformations of the deep
GMM. With local connectivity we mean that transformed
pixel values are the linear combination of nearby pixels,
instead of all pixels in the image. This is useful because
pixels in images are usually more correlated to neighbor-
ing pixels than to distant ones.
1or slightly more efficient with e.g., the Strassen matrix inver-
sion algorithm (Strassen, 1969) for very large matrices.
However parameterizing local connectivity in the linear
transformations of a deep GMM is non-trivial as it needs
to fulfill the following requirements:
• Needs to be invertible. If the linear transformation
is singular there is a loss of information and the loga-
rithm of the determinant (and thus the log-likelihood)
will go to −∞. This means that it should be possible
to invert the linear transformation (i.e., non-singular,
bijective). The number of dimensions cannot grow or
decrease when the data is transformed through the net-
work.
• Determinant should be computable. The parame-
terization should make the computation of the deter-
minant of the total linear transformation feasible. Fur-
thermore, we should be able to compute its gradient
with respect to the parameters.
• Training needs to be fast enough. It is necessary
to be able to train a network for many iterations on
a realistic dataset. This means that we cannot simply
sparsify a linear transformation matrix with a lot of
zeros to achieve the desired connectivity.
• Needs to deal with borders. Borders are often trick-
ier to deal with and give rise to special cases. Together
with the fact that the transformation needs to be invert-
ible means that we cannot pad or crop the images as is
done with convolutional neural networks.
From these constraints it is clear that we cannot simply use
convolutions as linear transformations. We will now intro-
duce a way to induce local connectivity in Deep GMMs
that does meet these constraints.
2.1. Block Diagonal Matrices
The first way to induce local connectivity is by using block-
diagonal (BD) matrices instead of full matrices. This
means variables are grouped into non-overlapping clusters
and a linear transformation is applied to every cluster sep-
arately. For simplicity we will assume all clusters have the
same size. We will group variables by location. This means
we divide the image into small image patches with a reg-
ular grid and each patch is transformed with its respective
transformation. We can use the same transformation for
each location or a different one.
In a certain layer of a deep GMM we can now have a
set of k block-diagonal matrices. The advantage of us-
ing block diagonal matrices is that matrix transformations
can be implemented relatively efficiently as a set of small
matrix products in parallel. Furthermore, if we divide
an image of d by d into image patches with size r by r
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Figure 3. Unshared
Figure 4. Block diagonal matrices with shared or unshared
blocks. The symbol z represents the (multivariate) latent random
variable that determines what blocks/block-diagonal matrices get
chosen in the sampling process.
we get (dr )
2 blocks in total. This means we can com-
pute the matrix inverse of this block diagonal matrix in
O(r6(dr )
2) = O(r4d2) time instead of O(d6), and usually
r  d.
In a deep GMM there is a discrete latent variable associ-
ated with every layer in the network. The value of this vari-
able will determine what (block-diagonal) matrix is chosen
in the sampling process. However, we can also choose to
have a different latent variable for every location (patch) in
the image. Now we need a set of discrete latent values to
determine what local transformation gets chosen for every
location in the sampling process from a set of k transfor-
mations. We will refer to this method as the block diago-
nal transformation with unshared blocks in contrast to the
one with only a single random variable per layer, which we
will refer to as the one with shared blocks. Using shared
blocks in the block diagonal deep GMM layers will have a
very different result than using unshared blocks. Figure 4
visualizes the difference between two approaches.
For example, consider a set of grayscale images of size
32 by 32, which should be modeled by a deep GMM of k
layers having transformations with a block diagonal struc-
ture. The images are divided into patches of 8 by 8 so that
there are 16 blocks in the block diagonal matrices. In the
case of shared blocks, every layer has a set of n block-
diagonal matrices. This means that the total possible num-
ber of transformations that are present in the network is
nk. The number of parameters is 16kn(64)2 = 65536kn
(k layers with n transformations with 16 blocks of 64 by
64). In the E-step, each pass will evaluate kn different
transformations (paths through the network). In the case
of unshared blocks, every layer will now have a set of m
blocks. Every patch in the image can be transformed with
a different block, which means there are m16 possibilities
per layer (instead of n), or m16k in total in the network.
The number of parameters is now mk(64)2 = 4096mk.
In the E-step, each pass will have to evaluate 16mk differ-
ent transformations (there are now 16k discrete variables
determining the total transformation of the network, each
having m possible values).
As can be seen from the example, with unshared blocks
the number of discrete random variables in the network is
much larger. This will require a lot more evaluations in the
E-step. On the other hand, this means that the network is
more powerful as it can represent a larger number of pos-
sible transformations. The number of parameters will also
usually be smaller.
DIAGONAL MATRICES
A special case of the previous approach is when the block-
size is exactly 1 and we get a diagonal matrix. This comes
down to multiplying the input elementwise with a vector
and summing it with a bias vector. The main advantage is
that the number of parameters is very small and that it is
very fast to compute activations and gradients (no matrix
inverses).
2.2. Half-Convolution
When we divide an image into a set of non-overlapping
patches we can also represent this image as a tensor. In-
stead of a d by d image with 3 color channels, we can have
a new smaller (dr ) by (
d
r ) image with 3r
2 channels (where
r is the patch size), so that we get a tensor with shape
(dr ,
d
r , 3r
2). We will call these channels feature maps. In
the bottom layer the values of these feature maps will sim-
ply be pixel values, however, in the layers above they can
represent different features. When we transform an image
(tensor) with a block-diagonal matrix, the vector (of size
3r2) at each location will be transformed with a different
block and we get a new tensor of the same size.
One of the disadvantages of using block diagonal matrices
is that the resulting samples will have blocking artifacts,
such as the ones one could get from using JPEG. Layers
with block diagonal matrices can hardly model the correla-
tions between pixels from different blocks (only from being
a mixture as a whole, not from the individual mixture com-
ponents). This is because the blocks do not overlap as is the
case with convolutions. As already mentioned, because of
the requirements mentioned earlier we cannot simply use
regular convolutions as transformations in the layers of a
deep GMM.
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There is however a simple workaround that allows the
use of convolutions. It was first suggested by Dinh et al.
(2014) in a slightly different form and we will call it a half-
convolution (HC) for ease of reference. First, an image x
is split into two parts, each part having half of the feature
maps: xa and xb. Next a convolution is applied to xa and
added to xb so that we get
x′b = xb + w ◦ xa, (1)
where w is the convolution kernel, and ◦ is the convolution
operator.
As xa is kept constant it’s very easy to compute the in-
verse: xb = x′b − w ◦ xa. Moreover, the determinant of
the total linear transformation of this operation is 1, which
means it doesn’t add to the loss of a deep GMM. The rea-
son that the determinant equals 1 is due to the fact that the
total linear transformation of the image can be written as a
lower-triangular matrix, with identity matrices on the diag-
onal blocks.
Because half of the image does not change with this trans-
formation it is necessary to alternatingly update xa and xb.
In this work, half-convolution layers in the deep GMMs
will only contain a single transformation so that all images
are transformed with the same convolutions. This is in con-
trast to other layers where a transformation is sampled from
a set of transformations. However, in practice it’s perfectly
possible to have n different ones.
As we mentioned earlier, one of the disadvantages of block
diagonal matrices (by location) is that the samples will have
blocking artifacts. One way to solve this is by alternating
block diagonal layers with a few half-convolutional lay-
ers. This way the pixels get mixed and correlated between
blocks.
Half-convolution layers are also relatively fast and easy to
implement efficiently. A whole minibatch can simply be
convolved at once. In the backward pass we don’t need
to compute any matrix inverses as half-convolutions do not
contribute to the loss function (log-determinant is zero).
Finally, it is possible to use a more advanced operation than
the convolution in Equation 1, for example a neural net-
work as done by Dinh et al. (2014). In the few experiments
where we explored this idea, we didn’t really see any large
improvements, so all results in this work are based on HCs
using a simple convolution.
3. Distribution over Paths and Gating
Networks
When sampling from a deep GMM, first a path is sampled
from a certain path distribution. The easiest distribution
we can use is a uniform distribution: all paths have equal
probability. Another suitable option is to have a distribution
over the transformations in every layer instead, so that the
path distribution is factorized. However, it’s also possible
to store the probability for every a path in the network or
to use much more advanced distributions (e.g., a NADE
model). These choices might greatly influence the quality
of the samples drawn from the network.
Another way of choosing the path in the network is by us-
ing a neural network in every layer that models a distribu-
tion over the transformations based on the sample so far:
p (zi = j|hi) = [fi (hi)]j .
Here hi is the sample transformed from white Gaussian
noise down to the layer i (before the transformation in layer
i) and zi is the variable that determines the transformation
in this layer. These networks (fi) are also called gating
networks and usually have a softmax output, as the sum of
the vector elements of fi (hi) should be 1. By using these
networks the model has more control over the samples it
generates. The neural network could be able to detect the
main features in the sample and promote transformations
that are appropriate to that kind of image by giving them
a higher probability. For example, some transformations
may only be useful for images of boats or planes, but not
for cats and dogs.
There are several ways to train these networks. We opti-
mized the gating networks after the deep GMM was trained
based on the paths from the last E-step. Another option is
to train the networks between the E and M step or to incor-
porate the optimization into one of the two steps.
4. Experiments
4.1. Training
All experiments in this work were performed with
Expectation-Maximization (EM) and stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) was used for the M-steps. The deep GMM
layers were implemented in Python and Theano (for GPU-
acceleration) with some parts of the code implemented and
wrapped from Pycuda and Scikits-cuda. Theano makes it
more straightforward to implement back-propagation as it
can automatically derive expressions for the gradients and
optimize them.
In the M-step a minibatch-size of 100 was used. In the
first EM-steps we use a higher number of gradient updates
(around 50000) than for the other EM-steps (around 5000-
10000) as those need fewer updates to converge. Every
M-step is initialized with the parameters from the previous
M-step. Within every M-step we lowered the learning rate
for the last 4000 updates, and also lowered it towards the
later M-steps to make sure the network converges before
every E-step.
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In our experiments we used the ADAM (Kingma & Ba,
2014) update rules to accelerate the convergence. Al-
though gradient descent with (Nesterov) momentum also
seemed to work well, it needed more careful tuning of
layer-specific learning rates as half-convolutions needed a
lot lower learning rate than others. With ADAM we used a
single learning rate for the whole network, and the standard
hyperparameters seemed to work quite well (we only used
a learning rate schedule).
The E-step was done similarly as by van den Oord &
Schrauwen (2014). We initialized the paths from the previ-
ous iteration and performed the heuristic for 1 pass. Sub-
sequently we ran the algorithm for a second time with a
random initialization for two passes for the possibility of
finding a better optimum for each datapoint.
We let the networks train for 20 EM-step iterations for com-
parisons, although using more iterations would probably
increase the log-likelihood scores.
4.2. Evaluation
In (van den Oord & Schrauwen, 2014) all log-likelihood
evaluations were done exactly, by summing over all possi-
ble paths. For the experiments in this work the number of
paths and dimensionality of the data will be much higher,
so we will compute a lower bound of the log-likelihood
instead. The log-likelihood of a datapoint x of a mixture
model is
p(x) =
∑
i
piipi(x),
so by estimating
max
i
piipi(x)
we get a lower bound. This lower bound will give a good
indication for the true log-likelihood if maxi piipi(x) is
much higher than pijpj(x) for j 6= i. This lower-bound
tends to work better for higher-dimensional data, as these
typically have higher log-likelihoods, and thus exponen-
tially bigger differences between likelihoods of different
mixture components.
It’s also possible to define an upper bound:
max
i
pi(x) =
∑
j
pij
(
max
i
pi(x)
)
≥
∑
j
pijpj(x).
To compute this exactly we would need to evaluate all pos-
sible paths. In our experiments we will use a uniform dis-
tribution over paths, so that pij = 1npaths (except when us-
ing gating networks). This means that it’s enough to find a
pi(x) that’s higher than the average pj(x) to get an upper
bound. As our estimate of the lower bound starts to con-
verge, we will also have a good idea about the upper bound
by multiplying with pii. However, we will refer to this as
an approximate upper bound as we can never be sure there
isn’t a much better path for each datapoint in the validation
set.
4.3. Dataset and Pre-processing
We use the Cifar-10 dataset, which consists of 50k train-
ing and 10k test colored images respectively of size 32 by
32. We use 10k images from the training set for validation.
In our first experiments where we analyze the influence of
some architectural decisions we report validation scores. In
the last experiment where we compare with other methods
we report test scores.
Because the image data is quantized into integer values be-
tween 0 and 255 it’s important to add small noise to make
the data continuous. In our experiments we add uniform
noise between 0 and 1 to the pixel values and rescale and
center the data between -1 and 1.
4.4. Experiment 1
In the first experiment we evaluate whether the local con-
nectivity of the block-diagonal and half-convolution layers
are powerful enough to model simple linear correlations in
the image. In section 2.2 we proposed to alternate block-
diagonal layers with a few half-convolutions. This is the
base configuration of this experiment. We do not use mix-
ture components in this experiment so that the total learned
parametrized transformation is linear, which means that the
network represents a Gaussian in this case. By comparing
the results to that of a Gaussian distribution with a full-rank
covariance matrix we can analyze whether these architec-
tures are able to capture most of the linear correlations in
the image.
We combine 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 half-convolution transformations
(filter-size of 5 by 5) with a block-diagonal layer so that
an image is split into patches of 4 by 4 (64 blocks). The
images are represented as a tensor of 8 by 8 by 48 (4 ∗ 4 ∗
3 = 48 feature maps). The number of parameters of the
half-convolutions is 5 ∗ 5 ∗ 24 ∗ 24 = 14400 and that of
the block-diagonal is 48 ∗ 48 ∗ 64 = 147456. This is an
order of magnitude smaller than that of a Gaussian with
full covariance: (30722 − 3072)/2 = 4717056.
Table 1 shows the validation log-likelihood scores of mod-
els with 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 half-convolution layers (HC) and
1 block-diagonal layer. The log-likelihood of a Gaussian
with full covariance is 4989 (5237 on the trainset). From
the results we can conclude that factoring a full rank trans-
formation into locally connected layers works well. The
result is actually even better than that of a Gaussian with
full covariance, because there is less overfitting.
In our other experiments we typically use 3 half-
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No HC 1 HC 2 HC 3 HC 4 HC
3829 4349 4927 5059 5074
Table 1. Validation log-likelihood scores of models with 0, 1, 2, 3
or 4 half-convolution layers (HC) and 1 block-diagonal layer. A
Gaussian distribution with full-rank covariance matrix gets 4989.
convolutions in the bottom layers.
4.5. Experiment 2
In our next experiment we evaluate the effect of the number
of shared block-diagonal layers and the number of transfor-
mations per layer in a deep GMM. This way we can see if
using more layers works better.
The architectures we consider have 3 half-convolution lay-
ers followed by k shared block-diagonal layers (grouped
by location). Similarly with the last experiment, the im-
ages are represented as tensors of 8 by 8 by 48. The half-
convolutions have a filter-size of 5 by 5 and the block-
diagonal layers have 64 blocks of size 48. The number of
transformations in the block-diagonal layer is the same in
every layer.
Table 2 shows the log-likelihood of deep GMMs in func-
tion of the number of layers and number of components
per layer. Because these are validation scores, the log-
likelihood can go down when the networks start to over-
fit (usually when there are too many transformations per
layer).
Notice how a deep GMM with 8 layers and 4 components
per layer performs much better than a deep GMM with
1 layer and 32 components, although they have the same
number of parameters.
4.6. Experiment 3
In the third experiment we use block-diagonal layers with
unshared blocks. The results can be see in Table 3. The ex-
perimental setup is roughly the same as the previous one.
All layers now have a set of 4 blocks. As we already men-
tioned, the number of mixture components that can be mod-
eled by block-diagonal layers with unshared blocks is much
larger than with shared blocks. For example, in the case of
3 layers the number of possible mixture components repre-
sented by the network is 464∗3 ≈ 3.94E+115. This also
means that the difference between the lower and upper-
bound will start to increase (see Section 4.2.).
First we evaluated the use of these block-diagonal layers,
with only half-convolutional layers at the bottom of the net-
work (similar to the last experiment). Next we repeated the
same experiments where we also added 3 HC layers in be-
tween the block-diagonal layers. Finally, we used a gating
network to learn to sample better paths through the net-
work.
1 layer 2 layers 3 layers 4 layers 5 layers
With bottom Half-Convolutions:
LB 5981 6182 6168 6145 6097
UB* 6070 6359 6434 6500 6541
With added intermediate Half-Convolutions:
LB 5981 6278 6395 6342 6326
UB* 6070 6455 6661 6697 6770
With added Gating-Networks:
LB 6046 6367 6490 6452 6441
Table 3. Influence of the number of block-diagonal layers with
unshared blocks. LB stands for lower bound and UB* stands for
approximate upper bound (see Section 4.2).
4.7. Comparison with Previous Art
Next we compare deep GMMs with other methods on the
Cifar-10 testset. The results can be seen in Table 4. For
deep GMMs we report lower-bounds to make sure we don’t
overestimate the results. The score is from the model that
had the best reported LB validation error: 6490 (model
with 3 unshared BD layers with intermediate HC layers
and added gating networks). It’s typical for the testset log-
likelihood score to be lower than the validation score on
this dataset: This is also the case for a single Gaussian
(4893 vs. 4989).
Model Log-Likelihood
Gaussian 4893
NICE 5372
Deep GMM 6384
Table 4. Test log-likelihood scores on the Cifar-10 dataset.
4.8. Qualitative Evaluation
In Figure 5 we show the filters learned in the first few lay-
ers of a deep GMM. We can see that these are all kinds of
differently colored edge filters.
In Figure 6 we see samples drawn from models with 1, 3
or 5 unshared BD layers. As the number of layers increase
the correlations and structures become less local and more
global. However, the samples do not resemble real images
yet and appear cloudy (no strong edges). This may call for
better or larger deep GMM architectures.
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#Transformations / layer 1 layer 2 layers 3 layers 4 layers 5 layers 6 layers 7 layers 8 layers
4 5584 5736 5803 5876 5933 5954 5961 5941
8 5618 5802 5887 5881 5905 5877 5839
16 5649 5776 5760 5752
32 5613 5834 5744
64 5568 5329
Table 2. Influence of the number of block-diagonal layers (shared) and number of transformations per layer (combined with 3 HC layers
at the bottom of the network). These log-likelihood results represent lower-bounds. We increased the number of layers and number of
transformations per layer until the networks started to overfit. The approximate upper bounds were not that much higher (For example,
with 6 layers and 8 transformations per layer this is about 6 ln(8) ≈ 12.5 nats higher, see Section 4.2)).
Figure 5. Filters learned by a deep GMM with 3 half-convolutions and a unshared block-diagonal as the first few layers. Every column
represent a different local transformation. These filters are location independent as they are applied convolutionally with a stride of 4
pixels. These filters were created by activating a certain feature (above the BD) and letting it transform through the layers. This Figure
is best viewed by zooming in on the electronic version.
5. Discussion
From the experimental results we saw that deep GMMs
perform well in terms of log-likelihood on natural images.
On the other hand we saw that the samples generated by a
deep GMMs do not look that realistic. To better understand
why this happens we will first give several observations
about (deep) GMMs and log-likelihood.
Observation 1:
The log-likelihood of a datapoint x under a (Deep) GMM
can be written as follows:
log p(x) = log
∑
j
pj(x)

= log
∑
j
exp (log pj(x))
 .
The log-likelihood of a mixture model is the log-sum-exp
or soft-maximum of the mixture components’ individual
log-likelihoods. This means the log-likelihood of a mixture
model will be dominated by a few mixture components for
which a certain datapoint has the highest log-likelihood.
For high-dimensional data this effect is more pronounced
than for low-dimensional data, because log-likelihood val-
ues become larger as the dimensionality grows. For exam-
ple, given unit-variance uncorrelated normally distributed
data with d dimensions, the log-likelihood of the data will
be
d
2
(1 + ln(2pi)) ,
which is a linear function of the dimensionality. This is
similar to the temperature of a soft-maximum function: the
larger d, the closer the soft-maximum function will approx-
imate the (hard-)maximum function.
For deep GMM models this means that as long as every
datapoint can be well represented by a path in the network,
the log-likelihood of the data will be high. This is also the
reason why the EM-version with hard assignments works
well in this case.
Observation 2:
Assume p(x) to be the the optimal probability density
function of a multivariate random variable X . Further-
more, allow q(x) to be a pdf of noise, so that the likelihood
of samples from X is very low. Now consider a pdf m(x)
that is a mixture of p(x) and q(x) with mixture weights
0.01 and 0.99 respectively. This means that samples drawn
from the mixture distribution have 99% chance of being
noise and 1% of being a true sample.
The log likelihood of samples from X under m(x) is
log [0.01p(x) + 0.99q(x)] = log [p(x) + 99q(x)]− log(100)
≥ log p(x)− log(100),
or maximally 4.61 nats (natural logarithm) worse than the
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Figure 6. Samples drawn from models with 1, 3 or 5 unshared BD
layers (with intermediate HC layers and gating networks).
optimal distribution. Recall that the log-likelihood results
on Cifar-10 were in the order of 1000’s and that on higher
dimensional images they would be orders of magnitudes
higher.
From this we can conclude that very well performing mod-
els in terms of log-likelihood can still produce very unreal-
istic samples. High-dimensional PDFs are hard to compre-
hend. Most of the capacity of the density function can be
spent towards explaining regions of the multivariate image
space that model unlikely patterns. It’s a lot less costly for
the model to over-generalize than to overfit.
When the samples drawn from a model do look realistic it
is also plausible that the model is overfitting in some way
or an other (this tells us nothing about the log-likelihood
score). It’s important to understand that overfitting does
not mean simply memorizing the training images. It’s easy
to create a system that generates good looking samples that
do not resemble any of the training images too much, but
that never generates patterns that occur in the validation
images.
6. Conclusion
In this work we introduced new ways of modeling images
with deep GMMs by using locally-connected transforma-
tions. These transformations efficiently exploit the fact that
correlations in images are stronger between pixels that are
closer to each other. This allows much faster training and
less overfitting.
From our experiments we saw that the introduced locally-
connected transformations fulfill their intended purpose.
Deep GMMs are able to capture a lot of variations in im-
ages and generalize well, resulting in good log-likelihood
values. Samples drawn from these models often look un-
realistic, but as we show in our discussion, this does not
matter much for the log-likelihood: it is a lot less costly for
the model to over-generalize than to overfit.
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